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Experiencing Trauma
This section contains some graphic
material. In March of 2004, my
neighbors Cory and Jenna Clark were
murdered by a serial rapist. I returned
home from my classes that day, and a
family friend who had been asked to
check on them saw me pull my car in
and asked for help. I obliged as she led
me to the house, front door left open. I
stopped for a moment at the threshold
of the door, realizing there were dead
bodies inside. This is when I dissociated, part of my consciousness seeming to
leave me for protection. I went to the
first victim and checked for any signs of
life, but she was already quite cold.
911 operators talked me through CPR
on the other victim, only four years old,
which is when I discovered her injuries.
It became overwhelmingly clear this
was no accident.
The incident itself is only the beginning
of this story, which continues to unfold
now almost 15 years later. I received
some medical treatment and gave a
statement to the sheriff on the scene.
My statement was not passed on to
detectives, so my evidence left on the
site made me a person of interest in the
murder for a brief time. The killer was
identified and arrested the next day
with a preponderance of evidence. I
gave depositions and testimony in the
trial the next year and watched as a
jury sentenced him to death. I still
grapple with the ethics of the death
penalty and am still undecided. The
case continues now as the death

penalty was just overturned for prosecutorial misconduct. I’ll never forget
the judge’s opening words from the
trial: let’s get ‘er done.
Though I’m still not ready to share
much of that story, I have focused a
large percentage of my resources and
energy toward wrestling with my
experience and the effects of trauma
and post-trauma. My work to overcome my past has shaped my adult life.
An interesting side-effect of engaging in
somatic movement therapy has been an
emerging awareness of the intuitive side
of plant medicine and direct connection with plants. This work has come
to define my relationship with plants
and their intuitive/magical/spiritual
properties. In indigenous cultures, it is
often said that we learned how to use
the plants from the plants themselves.
This once seemed mystical and esoteric
to me, but now I know that plants are
trying to communicate with us all the
time. We have simply not trained
ourselves to hear their messages. In
scientific inquiry, there is building
evidence pointing to plant consciousness and communication through a
variety of mechanisms that still need
elucidation.
Finding Teachers
I began working shortly thereafter for a
health food store chain, Wild Oats.
There, I met my first teacher, Dr Thor
Conner. He wasn’t a doctor yet, but
his wife was a naturopath clinician/educator and he learned by diffusion. He
mentored me in using natural supplements, nutritional therapy, and living a
healthy lifestyle. I was pleased to see
people I made suggestions to improving
their health and letting me know. I
naturally gravitated toward DIY
remedies and herbal supplements from
my past experience. I began to excel in
my work there, and was eventually

summer

promoted into management in a store
on South Lake Street in Pasadena,
California. It was in that store that I
first met an herbalist, Shea Rose, who
had studied with local and indigenous
Indonesian herbal healers, and knew so
much about the plants, where they
came from, how they were harvested,
processed, and extracted, etc. I loved
her visits and would pick her brain
about the plants. She told me about
her first teacher, 7song, and suggested I
study with him if I want to learn more.
I had never recognized being an
herbalist was a thing before this
moment. Within six months, I interviewed with 7song, enrolled in the
Northeast School of Botanical Medicine, quit my job, and moved to upstate
New York.
7song is by far the most important and
influential teacher I have ever had. He
not only taught his students extensive
field botany, herbal medicine making
skills, and how to practice traditional
clinical herbalism, he also pushed his
students to spur personal transformation and growth. Following my seven
month intensive training with him, I
moved back to Indiana, and the next
year started offering plant walks and
selling tinctures at the farmers’ market.
I started out making just enough
money to buy alcohol and make
tinctures, so for many years worked a
day job. Over the last 10 years, I have
tried making herbalism my full-time gig
three times: 2010, 2015, and now,
finally in 2018 I am making a living
between being an herbalist, teaching at
my son’s farm school, and growing
food for our family.
Put Your Skills to Work
Over those 10 years, I have tried a
hundred different classes and formats,
led plant walks at dozens of locations,
made and sold tinctures, salves, teas,

oils, etc, and have taught thousands of
students and health clients. I have also
taught classes to 1 or 2 people more
times than I wish to count. I tried
classes no one signed up for; I had a
student suggest I read a book on how to
educate adults. No matter what failed,
nor how little I made at the market a
given week, I just kept trying and
working towards my goals. I decided
long ago that I wanted my work to be
something I love, after all, most of us
spend more time at work than we do
with our families. Even though it’s a
lot of odd hours, long days, and hard
work, I can absolutely say that I love
my work. It’s definitely a hustle to
work for yourself, but the biggest
rewards have come from listening to
my heart, staying true to myself, and
working in the service of others and the
plants. The best advice I have to
anyone who wants to walk the herbalists path is to listen to your heart, find a
good teacher, and jump in and start
working with the plants to see where it
leads. Listen to the plants when they
are talking to you, and they will guide
you on the path.

Visit https://whitepinewilderness.com/
academy/talking-drum for Part 1
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Greg’s personal mission is
to help people see their role
in the mutualistic web of life.

“If you can't live in the land you love, love the land
you're in.”- Richard Louv

fall registration
now open

Homeschool Day Camps &
After-School Camps (starting August 20)
Register at whitepinewilderness.com
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR
DAYS, TIMES, PRICING, ETC.
CALL US | 317-774-6360

JUN 22-24: Indiana Bioregional Foraging Excursions:
Wapihani River/Koteewi in Hamilton County
JULY 2: Adult Float & Foraged Feast

